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Abstract 

This research introduces multi-celled glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) beam sections

partially filled with concrete. Pultruded GFRP square tubes (125 mm x125 mm x 6.5 mm)

were bonded together using epoxy adhesives to form the beams using 2 to 4 cells. Concrete

with 15 and 32 MPa compressive strengths was used to fill the top cell of the beams. These

beams were then tested under static four-point bending and their behaviour was compared

with hollow beams. The results showed that up to 27% increase in strength was achieved by

multi-celled compared to a single cell beam. The beams with concrete infill failed at 38% to

80% higher load and exhibited 10 to 22% higher stiffness than their hollow counterparts. The

increase in the compressive strength of the concrete infill from 15 MPa to 32 MPa resulted in

up to 14% increase in the failure load but did not enhance the flexural stiffness. Finally, the

proposed prediction equation which account for the combined effect of shear and flexural

stresses showed a good agreement with the experimental results for hollow cells and up to 3

cells of concrete filled beams. The bearing stress equation gave a better estimation for 4-cell

filled section.

Keywords:  Composite  beam,  multi-cell  beams,  concrete  in-fill,  flexural  behaviour,

theoretical prediction.
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The corrosion of steel reinforcement is considered the greatest factor limiting the service life

of reinforced concrete structures. Thus, innovative and cost-effective materials offering long-

term durability and requiring less maintenance, like glass GFRP, are becoming attractive for

use  in  civil  engineering  applications.  Several  projects  in  the  construction  industry  have

benefited from the  low cost  to  high-strength  of  pultruded GFRP thin-walled tubes  [1-3].

Despite their many advantageous properties, the relatively low elastic modulus of pultruded

GFRP composites resulted in  their  design  governed by serviceability  requirements which

prevented the full utilisation of their high tensile strength. Similarly, their hollow sections are

prone to compression (bending) buckling failure  [4, 5], web-flange junction failure in the

compression zone  [6,  7] and local buckling of walls due to  in-plane compression  [8-10].

These limitations of pultruded GFRP sections should, therefore, be addressed for their wide

acceptance and use in civil engineering applications. 

Several  researches  proposed  different  geometrical  configurations  and  material

combinations to improve the structural performance of hollow pultruded FRP profiles. Hejll

et al. [11] experimentally investigated the flexural behaviour of composite beams made by

gluing together square GFRP profiles with a layer of carbon FRP bonded to the flanges. They

concluded that assembling the profiles together provided a system with a higher stiffness than

individual GFRP profiles to satisfy the requirement for a composite bridge. However, the

composite beams failed at a strain of around 7500 microstrains, which are only 60% of the

strain  capacity  determined  from the  coupon  tests.  They  documented  that  this  behaviour

mainly resulted from the buckling failure of the top flange of the square pultruded profile.

Kumar et al. [12] and Kumar et al. [13]  conducted experimental investigations on 76 mm

square hollow pultruded GFRP tubes to evaluate their flexural performance. Two, four and

eight layered tubes were bonded together using epoxy adhesive and tested under four-point

bending test. In the four and eight layered assembly, the layers of FRP tubes glued together

such that each layer is perpendicular to the ones above or below it. They mentioned that the

proposed combination showed a good flexural performance and met the strength requirement

and the  other necessary performance criteria  of  bridge deck applications.  However,  web-

flange junction failure and twisting of the top layer were observed followed by debonding

failure between the layers due to the increased number of tubes in the four- and eight-layered

beams. In contrast, the two-layered beams exhibited local buckling failure. In another study,

Hayes et al. [14] and  Schniepp [15] conducted experimental work on pultruded double web

beams (DWB) under three- and four-point bending. The beam composed of both E-glass and
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carbon fibres in a vunyl ester resin. The beams consistently failed within compression flange

at  the  interface  between  carbon  and  glass  fibres.  Again,  the  delamination  within  the

compression flange was the final failure mechanism of the DWB.  Hayes and Lesko [16]

indicated that the relatively thick flange and the free edge effect for these type of composite

beams have played a major role in the initiation of the delamination at the interface between

the laminates.

Hybrid  structural  systems  wherein  GFRP box beam sections  were  combined  with  a

concrete  layer cast  onto the top flange and/or a thin layer of carbon fibre bonded to the

tension side were developed to prevent the local buckling in the compression flange and

delamination  failure  of  the   hollow  composites  sections  [17-19].  The  addition  of  stiffer

carbon fibres on the bottom flange can further improve the stiffness of the hybrid composite

beams. However, most hybrid composite beams failed in a brittle manner due to the failure in

the adhesion  between the pultruded section and the concrete layer [20]. In order to prevent

the adhesion failure, several researchers completely filled the hollow composite sections with

concrete instead of just bonding them on top flanges [21-24]. This approach is not optimal for

applications  governed  by  pure  bending  due  to  tension  cracking  in  the  concrete  which

decreases the concrete  core contribution to  the bending resistance  [25].  Furthermore,  this

method  diminishes  the  light  weight  characteristics  of  FRP  profiles.  Therefore,  several

researchers developed hybrid composite beam systems wherein inner GFRP tube is provided

to create a void near the tensile zone [22, 26, 27]. The results indicated that the strength and

stiffness of the hybrid beams with inner hole are increased compared with those of a totally

filled tube. In a recent study on hybrid composite beam where the concrete was reinforced

with steel to minimise tensile cracking and a void was introduced towards the tensile zone

[25], the behaviour of the composite beam was compared with a conventional RC beam of

the same size. The results showed that the flexural strength of the composite beam is 229%

higher  than  that  of  a  conventional  RC beam. However,  these  researches  highlighted that

failure due to inward buckling, relatively large slippage between concrete and inner steel or

GFRP tube are the main factors that affected the flexural behaviour of the tested beams.

Additionally, in the applications which required larger beam sizes, the flexural compression

strength failure decreases as the beam size increases [28]. Furthermore, the addition weight of

the  inner  tube  and  the  bond  between  concrete  and  GFRP remain  critical  issues  in  this

combination. 
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The abovementioned previous studies highlighted the following points: (i) effectiveness

of GFRP profiles in the construction industry; (ii) instability and failure of hollow beams due

to local buckling and delamination of the compression flange; (iii) flexibility in design from

assembled pultruded tubes together; (iv) enhancement of strength and serviceability by filling

GFRP tubes  with  concrete;   and  (v)  maintaining  the  lightweight  characteristics  of  FRP

materials by creating voids in the tension zone of infilled concrete. Based on these important

characteristics, the concept of assembling pultruded sections together is explored in this study

in order to get benefit of the high sectional moment of inertia of the multi-celled section and

flexibility in design. This multi-celled beam concept was achieved by gluing together 2, 3,

and 4  GFRP sections  with  125mm x 125 mm cross  section.  Moreover,  partial  filling  is

introduced by filling only the top cell of the multi-celled beams with concrete having two

different  compressive  strengths  to  prevent  local  buckling  failure  but  keeping  the  weight

minimum.  An  experimental  investigation  was  then  conducted  to  evaluate  the  flexural

behaviour  of  these  beams and comparison was made with the  behaviour  of  their  hollow

counterparts.  The  comparison  includes  the  moment  and  deflection  behaviour,  ultimate

capacity,  and  failure  mechanism.  Simplified  prediction  methods  was  also  proposed  to

determine the failure load of the hollow and filled multi-celled beams accounting for the

combined effect of shear and flexural stresses. The predicted failure load was then compared

with the experimental results. 

2. Experimental program
2.1.Material properties 

The hollow pultruded GFRP square tubes (125 mm x125 mm x 6.5 mm) used in this study

are made up of vinyl ester resin and E-glass fibre reinforcement. The tubes consisted of nine

plies  of  [00/+450/00/-450/00/-450/00/+450/00]  E-  glass  fiber  manufactured  using

pultrusion process by Wagner’s Composite Fibre Technologies (WCFT), Australia. Tensile

and  compressive  strength  properties  along  the  longitudinal  direction  were  evaluated  by

testing coupon specimens following ASTM D 695 [29] and ISO 527-2 [30] standards and are

reported  in  Table  1.  On  the  other  hand,  the  elastic  modulus  and  shear  modulus  were

determined from tests of the whole section in  a previous study by the authors  [31].  The

burnout test conducted as per ISO 1172 standard [32] revealed that the density and the fibre

volume fraction are 2050 kg/m3 and 78% by weight, respectively. Two types of concrete were

used to fill the beams, i.e. Bastion premix concrete and cement grout.
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Table 1. Properties of the pultruded GFRP profiles. 

2.2.Sample preparation

Fig. 1 shows the preparation of specimens wherein the square pultruded section represents the

main component of the multi-cell beams. Prior to bonding, the surfaces of the square sections

to be glued were properly ground and cleaned with acetone (Fig. 1a). GFRP profiles were

then assembled and bonded together in 2, 3, 4 cells using the BPE® Lim 465 epoxy adhesives

(Fig. 1b). Approximately 1 mm thick bond line was applied (Fig. 1c). The bonded sections

were  then  clamped (hand tight)  to  provide  the  necessary  bond pressure  during  adhesive

curing (Fig. 1d). The excess adhesives were removed from the sides of the bonded beams.

After that, the beams were left to harden for 5 days at ambient temperature. 

Fig.2 shows the filling process of the pultruded beams with concrete. The beams were fixed

in a vertical position prior to casting. The concrete was prepared and mixed for 10 minutes

and then poured into the beams. Five concrete cylinders were sampled from each batch for

strength testing and cured under the same conditions as the beam specimens. The 28 day

average compressive strength for the Bastion premix concrete and the cement grout were 15

and 32 MPa, respectively. The reason for using two types of concrete infill is to investigate

their strength effect on the behaviour of the filled beams. After filling, the specimens were

cured for 28 days at ambient temperature before they were tested. Prior to the test, plastic

square inserts were used for the hollow and filled beams at the loading and support points to

prevent any indentation and/or crushing failure at those points and to allow the beam to fail at

the location of the maximum and constant bending moment as shown in Fig. 3a. 

2.3.Specimen details

The  details  of  the  tested  beams are  given  in  Table  2.  In  the  table,  the  specimens  were

identified by codes. The specimen length depends on the total depth of the beam to maintain

the shear span to depth ratio (a/d) at 4.2. The beams were then divided into three groups

according to the section configurations as hollow (H), filled with low strength concrete (H-

15) and filled with cement grout (H-32). In the identifications 1C, 2C, 3C and 4C, the first

number represents the number of cells and the letter C indicates that they are bonded cells.

Two beams were tested for each combination. 

Figure 1. Preparation process of pultruded sections assembly
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Figure 2. Filling process of the pultruded beams with concrete

Figure 3. Supporting procedure of the tested beams

Table 2. Descriptions of the pultruded GFRP tested beams. 

2.4.Test setup and experimental procedure

A static four – point bending test of the pultruded beams (Fig.4) was performed following the

ASTM D7250  [33] standards. The load was applied at two points with a load span of 300

mm. A 2000 kN universal testing machine was used for applying the load at  a rate  of 3

mm/min.  A laser  displacement  transducer  was used to  measure  the  mid span  deflection.

Additional steel angles and steel chains were used at the supports to avoid any rotation or

lateral buckling (Fig.  3b).  Uni–axial strain gauges (type PFL-20-11-1L-120) were used to

measure  the  strain  at  the  top  and bottom faces  of  the  beams.  The applied  load  and the

displacement were measured and recorded using a data logger System 5000. All specimens

were tested up to failure to observe the failure mechanisms of the beams.  

Figure 4. Flexural test set-up for single and multi-cell beams

3. Experimental results and observations 
3.1.Flexural behaviour

The test  results of the flexural behaviour of single and multi-cell GFRP pultruded beams

under four-point bending are given in Table 3. Failure of hollow beams was identified as a

compressive  buckling  of  the  top  flange  at  the  constant  moment  region,  while  the  filled

sections failed due to the initiation of compression failure on the top fibres of the section. The

failure moment was calculated for each beam based on the failure load and the shear span.

Top and bottom failure strains are corresponding to the failure loads. The mode of failure for

each specimen is also shown in Table 3.  

The table shows that the failure moment increased by 105%, 63%, 58% and 38% for 1, 2, 3

and 4 cells beams filled with 32 MPa infill, respectively, compared with hollow specimen.

Single  cell  specimen  filled  with  32  MPa  compressive  strength  concrete  exhibited

approximately 14% higher failure moment than specimen filled with 15 MPa compressive

strength concrete. A similar behaviour was observed in specimens with 2, 3, 4 bonded cells

and the top cell filled with concrete. The results also showed that single and multi-cell filled

sections failed with almost similar compression strains regardless of the strength of the infill
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concrete. However, the failure compression strains values vary depending on the number of

bonded specimens. The filled beams failed at approximately 65, 41,  40 and 18 % higher

strains than the hollow beams for the specimens’ 1C-H, 2C-H, 3C-H and 4C-H, respectively.

The main reason of this variation is the relationship between the depth of the specimens and

the distance between the applied loads. When the number of bonded cells is increased, the

stress  concentration  increased  with  a  constant  loading  distance.  As  a  result,  the  section

behaves in a same manner like three point bending moment. 

Table 3. Summary of the experimental test results for pultruded GFRP beams. 

3.2. Failure mode

The experimental investigations showed that flexural compression failure was the dominant

failure mode of all the tested beams in this study. Fig. 5 shows the failure mode of the beams

of 1, 2, 3 and 4 bonded cells with hollow and filled configurations. The failure mode of

hollow sections initiates due to the local buckling (LB) of the thin walls which eventually

result in material degradation and total failure of the beam. The failure occurred under one of

the point load and varied cracks appeared on the top surface of the top cell of the section. The

cracks developed perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the section and then progressed to

the web-flange junction due to the effect of buckling and finally these cracks propagated into

the web, leading to the final failure of the specimens. Fig. 5 a, c and e shows the failure mode

of 1C-H-0, 2C-H-0 and 3C-H-0, respectively. It is of interest to mention that no damage was

observed in the second and third cells. In addition, there was no delamination or slipping

occurred on the glue line.  These results suggest that an efficient glue joint was achieved

between the pultruded sections, which was provided by the structural epoxy adhesive used. 

Figs. 5 b, d and f show the failure mode of the filled specimens 1C-H-32, 2C-H-32 and 3C-H-

32, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that the failure of the filled beams was similar

to  that  of  hollow  beams.  However,  those  beams  failed  at  higher  moment  due  to  the

contribution of the concrete core. Furthermore, the presence of the concrete core, however,

prevented the local buckling of the compression flange which resulted in higher failure strain

compared with the hollow beams. Again, the failure started at the compression flange with

fibre damage, matrix cracking and delamination. The failure then progressed into the web due

to the progress of the flexural cracks with the application of the load and the failure of the

concrete core.  In contrast, the four bonded cell section showed different mode of failure as

shown in Fig. 5 g. The specimen 4C-H-32 failed due to delamination and fibre cracks at the
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top flange, web fibre cracks, flange- web junction failure of the second cell and de-bonding

between the top and second cell. This type of failure might occur due to the high bearing load

level  applied to  the  section.  Furthermore,  the top filled cell  played an  important  role  by

applying bearing pressure on the second top cell which results in high level of inter-laminar

shear  at  the flange-web junction.  It  is interesting to  see that  the failure of the multi-cell

sections was due to top cell failure which did not result in a total collapse of the beam. This

behaviour might be considered to be appropriate for structural engineering designs, as the

failure was not really catastrophic.

Crack pattern of the concrete core was examined by removing the pultruded GFRP section

after failure. Fig. 6 shows the flexural cracks of the specimens filled with concrete (15 MPa)

and cement  grout  (32 MPa).   It  can  clearly be  seen  from the  figure  that  flexural  cracks

developed at the bottom of the beam between the loading points. Furthermore, the cracks

spread up to the depth of the concrete infill for single section and the bonded sections. 1C-H-

32, 2C-H-32 and 3C-H-32 beams showed distinct flexural cracks as shown in Fig. 6 b, d, f

and g while 1C-H-15, 2C-H-15 and 3C-H-15 beams showed fine cracks (Fig. 6 a, c and e).

This behaviour might be attributed to the brittleness of cement grout which increases with

increasing compressive strength.  Therefore,  different crack patterns were observed.  Fig.6

also shows a slight difference between the number of cracks and the cracking area of single

cell specimens compared with double and triple cell specimens. These differences are related

to the core contribution in the compression zone. On the other hand, similar crack patterns

were observed for 4C-H-32 specimen compared with 1C-H-32 specimen due to the effect of

de-bonding failure between the layers of the 4 cells beam which increased the deflection of

the top cell. It is interesting to note that crushing did not occur for the concrete core at the

maximum moment zone although the complete failure occurred at a strain much higher than

the ultimate concrete compression strain (Fig. 6). These results indicate that there is a partial

confinement effect of the GFRP tube to the concrete core which in turn kept the concrete

under compression intact until failure of the tube.

Figure 5. Failure modes of hollow and filled pultruded GFRP beam

Figure 6. Crack patterns at failure of the tested beams
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4. Analysis and discussion

The  effect  of  different  parameters  investigated  on  the  flexural  behaviour  of  multi-celled

GFRP beams are analysed and discussed in this section. 

4.1. Effect of number of cells
4.1.1. Hollow sections

The effect of the number of cells on flexural strength was evaluated by the maximum bending

stress experienced by the GFRP beams using the below equation:

bending stress=
M b c

I                                                                     (1)

where Mb is the bending moment, c is the distance from the neutral axis to the outer top fibre

and I is the moment of inertia of hollow section. The relationship of the bending stress and

the number of cells is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the single cell pultruded beam

failed at a bending stress of 227 MPa. This result represents approximately 41% of the design

capacity of the section based on coupon test results. By gluing the pultruded sections together

in 2, 3 and 4 cells resulted in higher level of bending stress at failure compared to single cells.

Beams with 2, 3, and 4 bonded cells failed at stresses of 280, 254, and 237 MPa, respectively.

These stress values are 43%, 46% and 51% of the design capacities of the section based on

coupon test results, respectively. The better performance of multi-cell than single cell can be

attributed to the better stability provided by the flanges in the glue lines. However, the beam

with 2 cells performed better than 3 and 4 cells. This could be due to the higher level of load

needed to fail the 3 and 4 cells than 2 cells as shown in Table 3. As the area under the loading

point resisting the applied load is the same for all the beams, the beams with 3 and 4 cells are

subjected to a higher level of bearing stress at the loading point which increases the tendency

of micro-cracks formation in this zone. The same behaviour was observed by [34] and [35]

wherein they indicated that the failure strain and failure stress decrease as the beam depth

increases due to the micro-cracks concentration at the failure zone. Therefore, the failure of

the beam is directly related to the compressive strength of the beam under the vertical loads. 
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The effective flexural stiffness,  EI of  the single and multi-cell  beams was also evaluated

based on the slope of the linear elastic portion of the load and mid-span deflection curve

using the relation:

EI eff=
L2a
48 (3−

4 a2

L2 )(∆ P
∆ v )                                                      (2)

where P is the total applied load,  L denotes the span length, a is the shear span,(∆ P/ ∆ v ) is

the slope of the load-deflection curve,  EIeff is the effective flexural stiffness. The apparent

stiffness modulus, Eapp of the tested beams was then computed by dividing EIeff by the second

moment of inertia I of the hollow beam sections.  Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the

apparent modulus and the number of cells. The results show that the  Eapp of the single cell

section is almost equal to that of the bonded cell beams. This behaviour clearly shows that the

apparent  stiffness  is  not  affected  by  the  number  of  bonded  cells  indicating  that  the

contribution of the shear deformation to the total deflection is similar as a result of using

same shear span to depth ratio (a/d = 4.2) for all the tested beams. In another study, Muttashar

et al. [31] found that shear deformation contributes approximately 30% to the total deflection

of beams with a/d=4. Another possible reason for this behaviour is the failure of single and

multi-cell beams is almost similar due to the effect of local buckling. These results suggest

that the multi-cell sections will provide stronger beams while maintaining the same effective

modulus compared with single cell. However, it is noteworthy that the failure stress values of

the hollow single and multi-cell specimens represent approximately only 50% of the stress

level determined from coupon test due to the fact that the failure is controlled by the local

buckling failure of the compression.

Figure 7. Bending strength for the bonded pultruded GFRP sections 

Figure 8. Apparent stiffness modulus for the bonded pultruded GFRP beams. 

4.1.2. Partially filled concrete beams 

Fig. 7 shows the maximum bending stress of the single and multi-cell GFRP beams with 32

MPa compressive strength concrete infill. The maximum bending stress was calculated using

equation 1. The figure shows that single cell specimens filled with concrete exhibited 105%

higher strength than hollow specimens. This is attributed to the contribution of the concrete

core to reduce the local deformation and improve the strength of the section. Similarly filling
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the top cell of beams with 2, 3, and 4 cells improved the flexural strength by 63, 57, and 38%,

respectively,  compared  to  their  hollow  counterparts  which  reflects  the  positive  effect  of

concrete infill in preventing local buckling failure. However, the effectiveness of the concrete

infill decreases with increasing cell numbers. These observations can be explained by the

following. First, the flexural strength of the beams is governed more by the GFRP sections

and less by the concrete infill. For all GFRP beams tested, failure occurred in a brittle manner

due to compression failure of the topmost compression fibre near the loading point. With

increasing number of cells, the effect of concrete filling on the bending strength becomes

lower due to the higher level of load needed to fail beams compared with single cells which

results in high stress concentration between the loading points. The authors believe that the

percentage of improvement of the flexural strength becomes higher if the stress concentration

is minimised. 

Fig. 8 also illustrates the effect of concrete infill on the apparent stiffness modulus  Eapp of

single and multi-cell specimens. Firstly, the effective flexural stiffness  EIeff was calculated

based on the slope of the linear elastic  portion of the load and mid-span deflection after

tensile cracking using equation 2 then the I of the hollow sections has been used to calculate

Eapp It is found that the concrete infill has a noticeable effect on the apparent modulus for

single and multi-cell beams. It can be seen from the figure that the  Eapp of the single cell

specimens increased by 22% compare to hollow specimens while the beams with 2, 3 and 4

cells improved by 18, 17 and 10 %, respectively over their counterpart hollow specimens. 

The failure behaviour also changes by filling the top GFRP section with concrete as shown in

Fig 5. It improved its flexural stiffness to some extent. The deformation of the infilled beams

increases with the increase in the external load. This deformation becomes higher for 2, 3 and

4 cells section due to the increase in the applied load. Furthermore, the infilled beams show

high deflection which means high curvature. Due to the effect of shear span to depth ratio in

addition to high deflection, maximum compressive stresses is located at the top section along

the longitudinal direction of the beam and compressive stresses was also developed in the

shear span along the line connecting load and support. Theses stresses might result in high

compressive  stress  near  the  load  point  due  to  the  effect  of  local  stress  concentration.

Consequently, the effect of concrete infill tends to be less for beams with higher cell numbers

in the cross section. In addition, it is obvious that the total stiffness of the composite sections

is a combination of those of their components. However, due to tensile cracking of concrete

and the increase of the number of bonded cells, lower contribution of the concrete infill was
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achieved. On the other hand, even though the improvement in the flexural stiffness decreases

with increased number of cells, these percentages represent the improvement in the flexural

stiffness from the overall stiffness of each section. That means 10% increase in the overall

stiffness of 4 cell beams is more effective than the 22% increase for single cell beams as only

25% of the section is filled while 100% is filled for the single section. The experimental

results suggested that, in the construction of multi-cell pultruded beams, filling the top cell

with concrete will result in stronger and stiffer beam than the hollow beams.

4.2. Effect of concrete compressive strength

Fig. 9 shows the influence of concrete compressive strength on the flexural strength of beams

with 1, 2 and 3 cells. The beams filled with 32 MPa compressive strength exhibited higher

flexural strength than beams filled with 15 MPa by 16, 13 and 10 % for 1, 2 and 3 cells,

respectively.  These  percentages  are  minimal  compared  to  the  increase  in  concrete

compressive strength from 15 MPa to 32 MPa. The possible reason for the limited increase in

the flexural  strength is that  the  failure of  those  sections is governed by the  compression

failure of the pultruded profiles. In addition, the difference in the neutral axis location might

be another reason for this variation. Concrete of low strength shows higher neutral axis depth

which results in higher contribution in the calculation of the flexural strength.   However,

single  specimen  shows  higher  strength  gain  compared  with  other  specimens  due  to  the

difference in the failure mode between single and multi-cells sections. 

Fig. 10 shows the influence of concrete compressive strength on the flexural stiffness of the

1, 2 and 3 cell beams. The flexural stiffness, EI was also evaluated based on the slope of the

linear elastic portion of the load and mid-span deflection curve after concrete cracking using

equation 2. The figure indicates that the flexural stiffness of the beams filled with 15 MPa

compressive strength concrete is almost similar to those beams filled with 32 MPa concrete.

It is seen that 1, 2 and 3 cells specimens filled with 32 MPa concrete are only 2.2, 1.2, and 0.4

% stiffer, respectively, than beams filled with 15 MPa concrete. Two possible reasons may

explain  this  behaviour.  Firstly,  it  is  clear  from  the  experimental  results  that  the  overall

behaviour of the tested beams is governed by the GFRP profile’s mode of failure due to the

fact the failure occurred at a very high strain level compared with strain failure of concrete.

Secondly, due to the difference in modulus of elasticity between the two concrete types and

after the occurrence of tensile cracks, higher area of low strength concrete infill is required to
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maintain  the  equilibrium  in  the  internal  forces  compared  with  higher  strength  concrete.

Consequently,  the  concrete  compressive  strength  shows  a  limited  effect  on  the  flexural

capacity. On the other hand, although the concrete core is located in the compression zone for

beams of 3 cells or more, the mode of failure is slightly different from that of beams of 1 and

2  cells.  Figs.s  5  and  6  show  that  the  concrete  core  cracked  and  local  buckling  failure

happened  in  the  cell  located  under  the  filled  cell.  This  behaviour  explains  the  limited

contribution  of  the  concrete  core  on  the  stiffness.   It  can  be  concluded that  the  flexural

behaviour of the tested specimens in this study was not significantly affected by the increase

in the compressive strength. 

Figure 9. Effect of concrete compressive strength on the moment capacity of the beams

with 1, 2 and 3 cells 

Figure 10. Effect of concrete compressive strength on the flexural stiffness of the 1, 2 and 3

cells pultruded GFRP sections

5. Theoretical analysis and evaluation 
5.1.Failure load prediction 

The observed failure mode of hollow beams was local buckling of the compression flange

under the loading points in addition to a shear crack in the shear span (Fig. 5). At the location

of loading, the maximum bending moment and shear forces exist. Manalo [36] and Awad et

al. [37] highlighted that for composite beams with a shear span-to-depth ratio (a/d) less than

4.5, failure will occur due to a combined effect of shear and flexural stress. In the current

study, the tested beams have an a/d = 4.2. Similarly, Bank [1] stated that, when the beam is

subjected to high shear force and bending moment, the web will experience a combination of

shear stress (τ) and flexural (compressive or tensile) stress ().  Under this condition,  the

failure of the multi-celled composite beams is expected to occur when the sum of the ratios of

the actual shear and flexural stresses to that of the allowable stresses approaches unity as

given by:

σact

σall

+
τ act

τ all

≤ 1                                                            (3)

where σ actis the actual flexural compressive stress carried by the topmost fibre of the GFRP

tube calculated as:
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σ act=
Mc
I

=
Pac
2 I                                                            (4)

where P is the applied load, a is the shear span, c is the distance from the neutral axis of the

section to the topmost fibre, and I is the second moment of inertia of the section. On the other

hand, the actual shear stress τ act can be determined using the below equation:

τ act=
VQ
It

=
PQ
2 It                                                               (5)

where  V represents the shear force (P/2),  Q  is the first moment of area, and  t is the total

thickness  of  the  section.  As  the  elastic  instability  of  the  pultruded  GFRP  sections  in

compression is governed by the local buckling  [38],  Muttashar et al. [31] suggested to use

buckling  stresses,  σ cr
local

 instead  of  the  allowable  compressive  stresses  in  equation  3.  An

approximate expression to determine the buckling stresses for free and rotationally restrained

orthotropic plates has been proposed by Kollár [39]. In this method, the local buckling stress

of the section is calculated by considering the web and flange to be separate from each other

and assuming them as orthotropic plates subjected to uniaxial compression and elastically

restrained along their common edge. This buckling stress equation is given below:

   σ cr
local

=min {σ loc , f , σ loc , w }                                                (6)

where  σ loc ,f  and σ loc ,ware the critical normal stresses of flanges and webs, respectively. The

critical normal stresses of the flanges and the webs can then be written as [39].

1+4.139
(DL DT )(¿ξ )+(D<+2D S)(2+0.62ξbox−flange

2
)

2√¿

σ loc , f=
π2

b f
2 t f

¿

     (7)

σ loc ,w=
π2

dw
2 tw

[13.9√(DL DT)+11.1 D<+22.2 DS ]                     (8)

The compression flange will buckle before one of the webs if(σ ss
ss )f / ( EL) f <(σ ss

ss )w /( EL )w. In this

case, the web restrains the rotation of the flanges and the spring constant is given as:
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k box−flange=
4 ( DT )w

dw [1− (σ ss
ss )f ( EL)w

(σ ss
ss )w ( EL) f

]                                     (9)

where

 (σ ss
ss )f=

2 π2

b f
2 t f

(√(DLDT)+D<+2 DS )                 (10)

(σ ss
ss )w=

2 π2

dw
2 tw

(13.9√(DL DT )+11.1 D<+22.2 DS )             (11)

 
ξbox− flange=

1

1+10 [ ( DT ) f /k box−flange b f ]                                     (12)

DL=
EL

c t f
3

12 (1−vL vT )                                                                         (13)

DT=
ET

c

EL
c DL                                                                              (14)

D<=vT DL                                                                             (15)

Ds=
G< t f

3

12                                                                                 (16)

vT=
ET

c

EL
c v L                                                                                (17)

where bf and tf are the width and thickness of the flange, respectively, dw and tw are the depth

and  thickness  of  the  web,  respectively,ET
c

 is  longitudinal  compression  modulus,  EL
c

 is

transverse compression modulus, G< is the in-plane shear modulus, and vL, vT  are the major

( longitudinal) and minor (transverse) Poisson ratios, respectively. On the other hand, the web

buckles first when(σ ss
ss )f / ( EL) f >(σ ss

ss )w /( EL )w. In this case, Kollár [39] suggested to take K= 0 as

a conservative estimate.

In terms of the shear stress, the web of the GFRP tube is highly susceptible to buckle in

location of high shear forces while flange buckling which typically occurs under the loading
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point or near the supports. The critical shear buckling stress of an orthotropic web can be

determined using the relation (18) proposed by [40]:

  τ cr
local

=
4 k<

4√DL DT
3

dw
2 tw

                                                     (18)

where

 k<=8.125+5.045 K              for K≤1                       (19)

and                                                 K=
2 Ds+D<

√ DL DT
                                                                  (20)

For  the  infilled  section,  the  flexural  buckling  stress  (σ cr
local

) is  different. Wright  [41]

highlighted  that  the  infill  concrete  will  contribute  in  delaying  or  eliminating  the  local

buckling in the compression flange.  However, it has a minimum effect on the buckling of the

webs due to the insufficient connection between the tube and the concrete. As a result, the

section  will  develop  more  resistance  to  the  applied  load  and  will  reach  its  maximum

allowable compressive stress (Table 1).  Under such condition,  equation 3 can be used to

predict the failure of 1, 2 and 3 cells sections but with considering τ cr
local

as the effective shear

stress instead of  τ all.  With these assumptions,  the predicted failure load,  PH of single and

multi-celled hollow beams is given by equation 21 while the predicted failure load,  PF of

their counterpart filled beams is given by equation 22. 

PH=
1

ac

2 I σ cr
local

+
Q

2 It τ cr
local                                                           (21)

PF=
1

ac
2 I σall

+
Q

2 It τcr
local                                                               (22)

5.2.Predicted results and comparison with the experiments

Table  4  summarises  the  predicted  failure  load  for  single  and multi-cell  beams with  and

without concrete infill.  The percentage difference between the experimental and predicted

failure loads is also given in Table 4. It is clear that the predicted failure load using combined

effect of shear and flexural stresses given in Eq. 21 showed a very good agreement with the
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experimental results for single and multi-celled hollow beams. The equation over predicts the

failure load by only 4.5% for single cell section. In addition, the equation overestimate the

failure load for 2,3 and 4 cells section by  only 3.3%, 0.5% and 1.1%, respectively.  On the

other  hand,  the  predicted  failure  load  in  Eq.  22  is  only  2.7%  higher  compared  to  the

experimental failure load for 1, 2 and 3 cells filled beams, respectively. However, for the

filled  beam  with  4  cells,  Eq.  22  overestimated  the  predicted  failure  load  by  8%.  This

relatively high difference between the predicted and the actual failure load can be due to the

complex state of stress under the loading point for the infilled beams with 4 cells. It is noted

from Fig. 5g that the beam with 4 cells exhibited a bearing failure by flange-web junction

separation of the second top cell. This failure is due to the high inter-laminar stress at the

flange-web junction which has exceeded the shear capacity limit of the pultruded section. Wu

and Bai [42]  indicated that pultruded FRP beams subject to concentrated loads in the plane

of the web are more likely to show inter-laminar shear failure due to bearing stresses at the

web-flange junction. They then proposed an equation to estimate the nominal web crippling

capacity of the pultruded GFRP beams: 

RN=f s x A shear                                                     (23)

where 

A shear=2 x tw x bplate
                                                                    (24)

and bplate represents the width of the bearing plate and fs is the inter-laminar shear strength of

the section. Using this equation, the failure load of the filled beam sections was calculated

and presented in Table 4. Comparison between the predicted and actual failure load showed

only a 6.1% difference. The difference between the predicted and the measured failure load is

probably due to the slightly higher actual sheared area. Thus, it can be concluded that the

failure  load  of  1,  2  and  3  cells  filled  beams  can  be  accurately  predicted  using  linear

combination of shear and flexural stresses while the bearing stress formula gives a better

prediction of the failure load for the filled beam with 4 cells.       

Table 4. Predicted failure load and difference with the experimental failure load.

6. Conclusions

This study presented the results of four point bending tests on hybrid multi-cell hollow and

concrete filled GFRP tubes. The main parameters examined in this study are number of cells,

cell configuration and compressive strength of concrete core. A simple theoretical model was
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implemented and used to predict the flexural behaviour of multi-celled GFRP beams. Based

on the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

 Multi-cell hollow beams show better flexural performance than single cell. The single

cell beams failed with 40% of its design capacity based on coupon tests while the

failure of the multi-cell beams reached 51%. Although, there is an improvement in the

failure stress levels for multi-cell beams, these levels are still lower than the stress

level determined from coupon test due to the fact that the failure is controlled by the

local buckling of the compression. 

 The failure of the multi-cell sections was due to the compression failure in the top cell

which  did  not  result  in  a  total  collapse  of  the  beam.  This  behaviour  might  be

considered to be appropriate for structural engineering designs, as the failure was not

really catastrophic.

 The flexural strength of beams filled with concrete at the topmost section is 105%,

63%, 57% and 38% for 1, 2, 3 and 4 cell sections, respectively, higher than that of

hollow section.  This reflects the positive effect of concrete infill in preventing local

buckling failure.

 Compression  flange  failure  associated  with  fibre  breakage,  matrix  cracking  and

delamination  was the  main  mode  of  failure  of  the  filled  beams.  The  failure  then

progressed into the webs with increasing applied load due to the effect of flexural

cracks in the concrete core.

 Concrete infill has a noticeable effect on the apparent modulus for single and multi-

cell  beams. The  Eapp  increased by as much as 22% compared to  the hollow beam

section.

 Beams  filled  with  32  MPa  compressive  strength  exhibited  14%  higher  flexural

strength  than  beams  filled  with  15  MPa.  However,  increasing  the  compressive

strength from 15 to 32 MPa has a minimal effect on the flexural stiffness of the filled

beams  due  to  the  fact  that  the  behaviour  of  the  tested  beams  controlled  by  the

behaviour of GFRP tubes. 

 The combined effect of shear and flexural stresses should be considered to reliably

predict  the  failure  load  of  hollow  and  filled  multi-celled  beams  but  with  some

modifications.  Using  the  buckling  stresses  in  bending  and  shear  instead  of  the
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allowable stresses gives a reliable estimation of the failure load for hollow sections

while using the allowable compressive stress and critical shear stress is accurate for

the filled section.   

 The failure of filled beams with 4 cells is governed by inter-laminar shear failure at

the  web-flange junction  and the  failure  load can be estimated reasonably well  by

calculating the nominal web crippling capacity of the pultruded GFRP beam. 
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Figure 1. Preparation process of pultruded sections assembly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Filling process of the pultruded beams with concrete.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Supporting procedure of the tested beams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Flexural test set-up for single and multi-cell beams. 
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Figure 5. Failure modes of hollow and filled pultruded GFRP beam 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Cracks pattern at failure of the tested beams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Bending strength for the bonded pultruded GFRP sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Apparent stiffness modulus for the bonded pultruded GFRP beams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Effect of concrete compressive strength on the moment capacity of the beams with 

1, 2 and 3 cells. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Effect of concrete compressive strength on the flexural stiffness of the 1, 2 and 3 

cells pultruded GFRP sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



All Tables 

Table 1. Properties of the pultruded GFRP profiles. 

Material property Symbol  Property value unit 

Density  ρ 2050 kg/m3 

Tensile stress t 596 MPa 

Tensile strain Ɛ t 16030 microstrain 

Compressive stress  c 550 MPa 

Compressive strain Ɛ c 11450 microstrain 

Inter-laminar shear τ 86 MPa 

Elastic modulus  E 47.2 GPa 

Shear modulus G 4 GPa 

Table 2. Descriptions of the pultruded GFRP tested beams.  

Specimen Illustration B 

(mm) 

D 

(mm) 

Lt 

(mm) 

L 

(mm) 

a 

(mm) 

fc’ 

MPa 

1C-H-0  125 125 2000 1350 525 - 

1C-H-15 

1C-H-32 

 
125 125 2000 1350 525 

15 

32 

2C-H-0 
 

 
125 250 2750 2400 1050 - 

2C-H-15 

2C-H-32 

 

 
125 250 2750 2400 1050 

15 

32 

3C-H-0 

 

 

 

125 375 3700 3450 1575 - 

3C-H-15 

3C-H-32 

 

 

 

125 375 3700 3450 1575 
15 

32 

4C-H-0 

 

 

 

 

125 500 5000 4500 2100 - 

4C-H-32 

 

 

 

 

125 500 5000 4500 2100 32 



Table 3. Summary of the experimental test results for pultruded GFRP beams.  

Specimen D 

 

(mm) 

L  

 

(mm) 

a 

 

(mm) 

Failure 

load 

(kN) 

Failure 

moment 

(kN.m) 

Deflection 

 

(mm) 

Bottom 

strain 

μ Ɛ  

Top 

strain 

μ Ɛ  

Failure 

mode  

1C-H-0 125 1350 525 90.6 23.8 18.8 5500 4000 a LB 

1C-H-15    161.5 43 29.8 9104 8113 b CF 

1C-H-32    186.6 49 34 10329 8443 CF 

2C-H-0 250 2400 1050 151.2 79.4 34.7 6324 4242 LB 

2C-H-15    217 114 42.7 7520 6675 CF 

2C-H-32    247.6 130 48 8947 7679 CF 

3C-H-0 375 3450 1575 187.5 147.6 42.4 5496 3979 LB 

3C-H-15    261.6 214 55.8 7331 6928 CF 

3C-H-32    294.6 232 60.5 7708 7090 CF 

4C-H-0 500 4500 2100 225 236.5 48 5400 4490 LB 

4C-H-32    348 365 63.9 6409 5338 CF 

a LB= Local buckling failure 

b CF= GFRP material failure at the compression side 

 

Table 4. Predicted failure load and difference with the experimental failure load. 

Number 

of cells 

Hollow section  Filled section 

Exp. Eq. (21) % Diff.  Exp. Eq. (22) % Diff. Eq. (23) % Diff. 

1 90.6 95 4.5  186.6 192 2.7 326.5 42.8 

2 151 156 3.3  247.6 250 1.3 326.5 24.1 

3 187.5 188 0.5  294.6 299 1.7 326.5 9.7 

4 243 245 1.1  348 378 8.1 326.5 -6.1 
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